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So how’s everybody’s 2018 going so far?
Since it’s a rather slow news month and this is the 1st anniversary issue I’m running a special
feature on page 2-3. The story of how I became a BNL fan is far from normal and more than a
little bizarre so hopefully it’ll give you a laugh as well as a bit of backstory to this newsletter
now it’s a year old.
Aside from that I guess we’re looking forward to the rest of 2018 now. My BNL predictions,
which are in no way official, probably don’t involve a new BNL album considering we got two last
year but Kevin has four albums/projects in the works and just this month Jim mentioned Bros.
Creeggan may make a return if they can find the time, so who knows?
- Mil

NEWS

 It’s Rock Boat time! BNL are currently at sea on Rock Boat XVIII as this issue goes out. We’ll
have a full catch-up with all the details next issue.
 BNL will be inducted into the Canadian Music Hall of Fame this year! Details just below.

Upcoming

Shining Like Aurora Borealis

Barenaked Ladies, including all current and former members, will be inducted into the
Canadian Music Hall of Fame at the 2018 Juno Awards on the 25th of March. Steven and
Andy will be joining the current Ladies for the special one-off appearance as they celebrate
their well-deserved induction and also the 30th anniversary of the band’s formation later this
year. You’ll be able to watch the ceremony worldwide online on CBCMusic.ca on the day.

For plenty more info check out the Junos’ official press release, a little from Steve in this article on City news, Ed and Tyler
running down BNL’s most memorable songs, then Ed and Tyler talking to CBC radio q in-depth about the whole exciting news.

Solo News

Kevin

Ed
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Last Nov BNL took part in a benefit concert with other Canadian musicians for their
friend John Mann, singer for Spirit of the West. Some of the nearly 50 musicians,
including Ed, recorded a cover of ‘Home for a Rest’ at the lead of Alan Doyle as well
as playing it live on the night. For more info you can visit the official fundraising site.
Do you like Star Wars? Because Ed sure does! You can listen to him talk at length
about the latest film in all his adorable fanboy nerdiness. (13:20-25:40)

Ahead of BNL singing the Canadian Anthem at the NBA All-Star Game, Ed spoke to
For the Win all about basketball this month.

♪

The comic Kevin did about
his first apartment for
West End Phoenix, a
newspaper run by his
friend Dave Bidini, is now
available to purchase as a
single issue worldwide. It’s
the DEC issue and here’s
a little preview.
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Jim made the cover of Bass Musician Magazine this month – Sadly he didn’t
also make the bassmate of the month centrefold – and took part in a lengthy
video interview covering everything from how he got started on bass, the
evolution of bass through BNL’s albums plus his different basses and the gear
he uses with them. He also mentioned there are songs ready for another Bros.
Creeggan album if he and Andy can find the time so here’s hoping!

Tyler, together with Jim, played
‘Jam or Not a Jam?’ for CBC
this month, passing judgement
on a number of contemporary
hits (and not the validity of fruit
conserves as I first thought)

Features

It Wasn’t a Simple Rite of Passage, Where I Just Followed Every Step

Barenaked News is now a year old with this issue – I know, it’s time for that cliché line that I can hardly believe it’s been a
year – In all that time I’ve not said too much about myself outside of the editorial for professionalism and all that but I figured
this anniversary issue was an appropriate place to give you my BNL fan credentials as the background to how this
newsletter got started.
For a little basic background on me, I’m 23, autistic, non-binary trans so you use ‘they’ pronouns when referring to me,
hoping to be an author and live in the UK. For all I’ve written about being an autistic BNL fan and writing this newsletter a
few months in, nowhere have I ever publically recorded how I first became a BNL fan. And I want to nominate it as the most
backwards and ridiculously circuitous path into BNL any fan has ever had – It was no simple hearing them on the radio or
TV, or being recommended them by a friend. I’m going to raise the stakes by putting this on the table.
Being born in 1994, I was learning to read and write when ‘One Week’ hit the top of the charts. Since BNL have never
enjoyed any sort of household name status in the UK I wasn’t exposed to anything BNL until a friend got me watching Red
vs. Blue when I was 14 which Ed has a cameo in, not that I knew he was anything special then.
Jumping forward, when I was 18/19 I had a mental breakdown in my final year of school and first year
of uni. After a long couple of years, in early 2015, I was starting to get a little better. I had a lot of free
time and was taking solace in old things so rewatched the entirety of Red vs. Blue. It became my
special interest – Read my piece on being an autistic fan for more explanation of what those are than I
can give here – and I started hanging out in the RvB fandom.

Ed’s character was one of my favourites and went on to be a large part of my eventual recovery, but
that’s another story. Everyone in the fandom kept making a fuss about his voice actor being some special
guy though, for some reason unknown to me at the time. I went on Wikipedia about Ed, as you do, and
remember reacting, “Oh, Butch’s voice actor is in a band. That’s cool; I can hear more of his voice.”

Ed, ready for duty
(Minor RvB spoilers)

So over to YouTube, someone has uploaded the full Gordon album with the original cover art – I remember thinking the
band had made Sims of themselves and put them on the cover for some reason – and I picked that at random first. I
listened through the whole thing, all 15 songs, came out of it and went, “Well, a lot of bands have a crap first album.”

Whoa, okay! Put the lynch mob away. I love every song on Gordon now. Amusing aside while I’m bringing down the hate
on past-me, I first came across ‘If I Had $1,000,000’ in a RvB fanfic where someone had Ed’s character singing it. I thought
it must have been written by the fanfic author because it seemed so corny and amateur – Remember, I was reading the
lyrics without the music – Well, you live and learn- Hey, I said put that lynch away!

Anyway, I listened through all of BNL’s albums that summer and while I’d thought a lot of songs had some potential, I was
only listening to them half-heartedly so wasn’t picking up on the nuances. I remember thinking for all the jokes in them were
good they’d get old quick – I did it; I committed the cardinal sin of writing BNL off as a novelty band.
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Around Sept/Oct, hanging around the Rooster Teeth site for RvB, I became
aware of their short series Captain Dynamic that Ed features in. The photo
before you click play was this one to the left and I’d never really stopped
thinking about Ed, for all I hadn’t cared about BNL’s music. I remember sitting
there looking at that still photo before I watched it and telling myself, “No, don’t
do this. You’re going to get a crush on him if you watch this. Don’t do it.”

Lo and behold, I know myself well.

I had a short but intense crush on Ed that autumn – I totally didn’t run an ‘Ed Robertson Appreciation Day’ that Oct 25th in
the RvB parts of Tumblr, shut up – and did what I always do when I get a crush on a celebrity or fictional character: I went
looking for erotic fanfiction featuring him! (Look, fanfiction has been my passion and escape since I was 14 and it’s how I got
into writing. And if you think you’re embarrassed right now, Suzanne who proofreads this newsletter is my mum – Hi Mum!)

There’s not much BNL fanfiction still around these days, adult or otherwise –
And God, it’s my fondest wish someone else would start writing some again
(*cough* I may write some myself in my free time, yes *cough*) – but there’s still
the Doot Bap Page. I’ll spare you the details but while reading those fics I didn’t
actually know what the other BNL members looked like. Names like Kevin and
Tyler felt very ‘boy band’ to me so in my head I was imagining the other
members as looking like some cross between the Backstreet Boys and My
“Oh my God, they wrote what about us?!”
Chemical Romance because those were the bands that had been popular with
(Tyler once said BNL think fanfic about
the other kids when I was younger. Boy, was I ever in for a surprise!
them is cool so it’s okay. At least I hope)

There not being much fanfiction around, and what with me needing to know what the other members actually looked like, I
sought out behind-the-scenes documentaries like Barenaked in America following that. When I ran out of those I moved
onto interviews and music videos. Then finally, after all that, I figured, “Well, I might as well listen to their songs again now.”
BNL’s music was the LAST thing I ever liked about them – How many other fans out there can say that?

Anyway to tidy up the loose ends of my story, in the process of learning about the other bandmates paired with Ed in those
fics I decided to check out Kevin’s solo music and his song ‘Driftwood’ is one of three pieces of music that have honestly
changed my life. My crush on Ed burnt out hard and quick but I developed an enduring fondness for Kevin, and later to a
lesser extent Jim, so if this newsletter ever seems slightly biased towards those two, that’s because it is.

And there’s one other thing. Back when I was first getting into BNL, in the Nov of 2015, I lost someone very important to me
who had been like a little sister to me since I was 7 years old. She had been there for me through all the hell you go through
as a teenager and my breakdown after that. I knew she was dying so it wasn’t a painful surprise but she died the night I
downloaded my first BNL songs, just a few hours after. As I stood there that midnight watching her die right in front of my
eyes I had the chorus of ‘Falling for the First Time’ stuck in my head. That was my first BNL song by pure luck, but became
my favourite BNL song and always will be because of her. The fact that she died that day after a long declining period
holding on felt like a symbolic handing over of support; she’d gotten me that far, through the darkest part, now BNL would
take it from here.
I often feel left out as a BNL fan. At the time of writing this I’ve never been to one of their live
concerts; I’m going in April for the first time, hopefully. I often feel a little too obsessed, mainly
because of the way autistic special interests manifest, at the same time I’ve missed a lot of
the basic tick boxes. I’m always scared someone’s going to call me out as not being worthy
to write this newsletter but this is the truth of how I became a BNL fan. And if you don’t believe
me, would or could I have made up something like this?
If anyone has a more backwards and/or embarrassing path into BNL, I dare you to tell it.
But until then, this is mine
- Mil
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Upcoming Dates

Fun and Games

To get tickets visit BNL’s official website

Something new and different to kick off this new year – Who
fancies a BNL jigsaw puzzle? (Get hints using the buttons at
the bottom left and use ‘play as’ to change the difficulty)
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April 16 The Old Fruit Market - Glasgow
April 18 City Hall - Salisbury
April 19 O2 Ritz - Manchester
April 20 Queens Hall – Edinburgh [Only VIP left]
April 21 Barbican - York
April 23 O2 Institute - Birmingham
April 24 Colston Hall - Bristol
April 25 The LCR at UEA - Norwich
April 27 Roundhouse – London

♫ Silverball Group Puzzle

Answer next issue!
Last issue’s answer: Green (Evergreen & ‘Green Christmas’)

Fog of Writing

Behind the song: ‘I Live With It Every Day’

“It actually did happen. I heard a story from a friend of my
grandmother's, it happened to their grandchild where they
had mistakenly shot a friend of theirs playing. It was with a
real gun, not a BB gun but it just fit rhythmically. I remember
always hearing that story when I was a kid and it always
made me think about the kind of things you do in a split
second that you regret for the rest of your life.”
(Source: Steve, 10/21/03)

Kevin uploaded
this photo this
month and it
reminded me of a
scene from Ed’s up
– What’s up with
the members of
this band? –
Anyway, don’t get
up to anything too
fishy on the Rock
Boat, guys!
Happy cruising to
all the bands and
fans onboard!

That’s it for this issue! Send feedback, ideas and contributions to newsletter@getbarenaked.net or tweet @Mil_Feirn
Photos, videos, fanart, reviews, fanfiction – If it’s got something to do with BNL, we want to see it!
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